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BETWEEN THE TIMES AND THE PLACE 
Thinking Smart I Working Fast I Living Slow? 
 
 
Professor Brian Mark Evans	
“Something’s just not right … our air is clean, our water is pure,!
we all get plenty of exercise, everything we eat is organic and free-range, !
and yet nobody lives past thirty.”!
A post-truth fallacy? … or 21st century angst!!
BETWEEN THE TIMES 
AND THE PLACE 
 
Genius loci (spirit of the place)	
	
Zeitgeist (spirit of the times)	




















•  A collective system of values	
•  A certain level of economic & political 
development	
•  The sophisticated pursuit of pleasure 
(happiness)	
•  A high level of intellectual & artistic 
excellence	
	(Armstrong: In Search of Civilization)	
	

















4 principles that have helped cities adapt to 4 
technological revolutions: agricultural, 
industrial, transportation, digital;	
	
Urbanism is positive (intentional) and 
overcomes entropy (lack of positive energy) 
causing a gradual decline into disorder 
(natural processes – drought, flood and 
disease – and manmade processes – war, 
greed and the careless, senseless exploitation 
of resources and people).	
URBANiTY	
Planning is a 20thC solution to a 19thC 
problem – keeping nasty things away from 
where people live;	
	
Urbanism is a 21stC solution to a 20thC 
problem – systemic modernism (specifically 
‘silo-ed’ thinking) – replacing it with integrated 
action … and design. 	









What does this mean 
for cities in practice? 

















 - United States
 - Canada
 - Armenia 















 - Republic of Cyprus
















 - Sweden 






 - Republic of Turkey
 - the State of Israel
 - Bosnia-Herzegovina Montenegro
 - the former Yugoslav Republic of 
Macedonia





















LIFE EXPECTANCY LOW FERTILITY







Books/Films 	 	  Taxis	 	 	  Hotels 	 	 	Music	
	




















The average time 
spent travelling each 
day is ~ 1.5 hours	
	







































































































































THE COMPACT CITY – a posiGve urban cycle
OECD	


















THE KNOWLEDG  CITY – the new rban paradigm
We are ageing … 
We don’t have enough young people 
We don’t have enough jobs 
We all live in ‘super-cities’ … BUT! 
 
PLACE MATTERS MORE THAN EVER!!  
SCOTLAND’S URBAN AGE 4 







is as important 
as the 	
urban centres	
SCOTLAND’S URBAN AGE 4 
•  Aberdeen • Glasgow • Edinburgh	
Brussels Calling: 





























































































































































	People who can, exercise 




•  Public space for public life	
•  Comfortable & effective 
transport	
	these things matter no 
less to those who 
cannot choose	
Urbanism response … 
 
… back to the future ... 
   for the … 
… New Urban Agenda 
The transendental 
qualities of place 
 
Do we make things too difficult for 
ourselves?	
	
What did the Romans ever do for us …?	
5 
We do some things on our own …!
 … some things with our significant other …!
 … some things as a family group …!
 … some things in our streets …!
 … we need entertainment …!
 … and a forum for consensus!!! !
Why are the 
towns we are 
building today 
so different 












Gordon Cullen	 Ed Bacon	
Five seminal 
books in 
Urbanism & City 
Design	
Empiricism 	– trust in human senses	
Rationalism – working from first principles	
Pragmatism – methods known to work in practice	
Urbanism requires balance between:	
The spirit of the place 	 	(genius loci)	
The spirit of the times	 	(zeitgeist)	
	and:	
Integration of disciplines	 	(analysis/policy/design)	
The DESIGN CHARRETTE 
 
Understanding assets … 

















































































•  A range of facilities were 
indicated that would improve the 
quality of life for young people in 
both towns (Go Kart Track; a dog 
walking park, retail Outlets 
appropriate to their age group 
etc) 
•  They were concerned about the 
steep drop in business activities 
and the closing of shops 
•  Surfing was something that could 
be developed to give greater 
quality of life and employment 
opportunities 










1.  Blackstairs: subject of a Lowry Painting 
2.  The Memorial Garden is in the 
location of the first daylight bombing 
raid on the UK in 1940 
3.  References throughout Pulteneytown  
to  ‘Silver  Darlings’ is in celebration of 
the thriving herring industry 
4.  Pulteneytown has several potential 
development sites within its historic 
fabric – Stevens Yard, the timber yard, 
derelict houses on Union Street, the 
swimming pool site and 21 Telford St 
5.  Heritage Centre on Bank Row is one 
of the best in the UK 


















The Lowlands beyond the 
Highlands 
 
“Caithness – the longer you 
stay the happier you get” 
 
1.  Coastal Path – “wildness”, 
archaeology, views and 
castles 
2.  The Flow Country – 
wilderness,  environmental 
sensitivity, exploration, dark 
skies, northern lights 
3.  Cycle route to new forest 



















































Not a consultation process that uses design 
A design process that is consultative 
Not about asking people what they want 
About asking people what they know 
Not simply about the collection of facts 
About the application of knowledge 
 
Charrettes are: 
Charrette programme  
 
An open dialogue process 
 




Intensive, using compressed timescale 
 
Drawing and design – inputs and outputs 
 
A process that informs next steps 
 
Charrette programme  
Charrettes are: 
2010 











19 charrettes supported to date 
13 charrettes to be supported in 2014/15  
 
Charrette as a step in a co-
production model 
6 What do we know? 










•  A collective system of values	
•  A certain level of economic & political 
development	
•  The sophisticated pursuit of pleasure 
(happiness)	
•  A high level of intellectual & artistic 
excellence	
	(Armstrong: In Search of Civilization)	
	
URBANiTY	
Planning is a 20thC solution to a 19thC 
problem – keeping nasty things away from 
where people live;	
	
Urbanism is a 21stC solution to a 20thC 
problem – systemic modernism (specifically 
‘silo-ed’ thinking) – replacing it with integrated 
action … and design. 	
We are ageing … 
We don’t have enough young people 
We don’t have enough jobs 
We all live in ‘super-cities’ … BUT! 
 
PLACE MATTERS MORE THAN EVER!!  
Creative Cities	
	People who can, exercise 




•  Public space for public life	
•  Comfortable & effective 
transport	
	these things matter no 
less to those who 
cannot choose	
The transendental 
qualities of place 
 
Do we make things too difficult for 
ourselves?	
	
What did the Romans ever do for us …?	
Empiricism 	– trust in human senses	
Rationalism – working from first principles	
Pragmatism – methods known to work in practice	
Urbanism requires balance between:	
The spirit of the place 	 	(genius loci)	
The spirit of the times	 	(zeitgeist)	
	and:	
Integration of disciplines	 	(analysis/policy/design)	
The DESIGN CHARRETTE 
 
Understanding assets … 
… facilitating change 
Yesterday: Sustainable City  
 
Today:    Smart City 
 
Tomorrow: Resilient City ?? 
Smart URBANISM 












A paradigm shift from 
Housing in Cities to … 
Living in Cities 
